
THE BATTLE FOR 
PLATTDORF CROSSING

I

A night of horrible thunder and rain was suddenly

torn asunder by a blaze in the northern sky. The

mountains rung with echoes of the impact as

Morrslieb's child fell to the world.

-Alhamrahad the Wise, undated notes

n the foothills East of Kislev lies the small

village of Plattdorf. Besides a few houses

and a derelict observatory, from back

when the Tzar fancied star gazing, the

village does not have a lot to show for it.

Outside Plattdorf the small river Vod runs from the

mountains. A bridge close to the village is the only

crossing point for miles. Closer yet to the

mountains lies a community of Imperial Dwarves.

The Dwarven settlement used to be an important

way station and hub for the trade between the

Empire, Kislev and the Dwarves of Karak a

Kazok, but years of famines and plagues have

changed this. The Dwarves and Humans still get

along very well, and ultimately live in peaceful co-

existence, mainly going about their business

completely oblivious to the rest of the Old World.

Unbeknownst to the residents of the area a new

dark power is brooding in a castle near the

mountains. For centuries the Castle Blut has been

derelict, but now the vampire Erlic von Bachmann

has journeyed to the area and taken the castle for

his own. Using the notes of Alhamrahad, Erlic

hopes to recover an especially large and enticing

piece of Morrslieb that is rumored to have fallen

here in the mountains. Employing skeletons as

slaves he hopes to dig enough tunnels and mines to

be able to attain the ultimate sorcerous power.

Erlic has long lost touch with humanity and has

little understand of the ways of human society. He

therefore thinks that the plague graveyard near

Plattdorf would be a good recruiting ground for

new zombies. What he fails to appreciate is the

effect that shambling skeleton warriors can have

on a local community. Local hunters who have

seen the small army of undead approaching the

grave yard, have run to the village and rung the

bells, alarming the Dwarves. After brief council

the villagers and the dwarves made an agreement

to take a stand against the evil.
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THE CAMPAIGN
This game is the first instalment in a

campaign. The way this campaign is

conducted is fairly straightforward. We

set a points limit that increases by 500

pts for each game (e.g.. 1000 pts for the

first, 1500 pts for this), and use the

outcome of the game to decide how the

story progresses. This allows us to have

a fun narrative to our battles, as well as

ensuring that we increase our forces

from game to game.

THE SCENARIO
The scenario seemed straight forward:

The undead, lead by Erlic von

Bachmann, are approaching the bridge

that will ford them over the river on

their way to the plague graveyard,

where he seeks the grave of the great

astronomer Boris Oltrakühl. Just next

to the bridge is a now abandoned watch

tower as well as Smidovski's farm. A

hastily assembled Dwarf army would

try and hold them up for as long as

possible while a more significant force

was being assembled. The old hermit

farmer himself has evacuated the

premises, since seeing the Dwarf army.

We decided that characters who died in

the game would only die in the

campaign on a d6 roll of 1. On a 2-5

they would play next game with 1

wound less, and on a 6 they would be

fine.
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Old man Smidovski is urged by the locals to leave the 

premises as the dead are restless

THE TERRAIN AND SETTING UP
The battle takes place just outside the cemetery

gates. There are a few patches of trees but as the

mountains are close by there are not too many. A

few derelict old statues of forgotten meaning, and

rocky outcrops are all that fill the landscape. To set

up we first placed the terrain so it looked suitable

and then rolled off to determine who would be

allowed to pick a deployment area first. We then

drew a map of the area and, in secret, determined

how to deploy by drawing it on our maps. We then

revealed our deployment to each other and placed

the units on the table.

We decided that the outcome of this game would

decided whether Erlic von Bachmann had got

things right or wrong:

The Dwarfs win: Erlic von Bachmann is denied

crossing the bridge and his army will be late to the

Plague graveyard where he seeks the Skeleton Key

of Oltrakühl. The vampire must fight another battle

just to get into the graveyard.

The Undead win: Erlic manages to ford the river

and arrives to find the grave he is searching for. He

gets the starmap of Oltrakühl which details the

whereabout of the warpstone. While he is

searching the graves the Dwarves set up an ambush

to prevent him from getting out and to the

observatory.
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JONAS: For this 1000 pts battle I had to choose

wisely what units and characters I should bring.

With so many awesome possibilities it was really

hard to limit myself, but some decisions had to be

made. First off I took a mighty Dwarf General, on

his own he is a formidable warrior and when he

joins a unit he can be nearly unbeatable. Because

of the point limit I opted to only give him heavy

armour and a two handed axe, it seemed like a

good idea at the time but as I would find out it was

not. As the core of my army I took a 20 strong unit

of Dwarf Warriors armed with spears. The unit

was comprised of a mix of Marauder Dwarfs and

White Knight Dwarfs (Now with TAG

Miniatures). Not only do they look awesome but

with their ability to fight in two ranks they can

really pack a punch for a reasonable price. I knew I

would face the Undead, so the 20 strong unit of

Warriors would be able to match up against hordes

of Skeletons or Zombies, but I would also need

something a bit harder to knock out and to protect

from any flank attacks. Naturally I took a unit of

Ironbreaker, a Dwarf army can't really go wrong

with these. I took a 10 strong unit as I was pretty

sure they would be able to engage before taking

any casulties, I was wrong again. As my third and

final unit I wanted to have some much needed

firepower. I could have taken a warmachine, but in

the end I felt that all 1000pts should go to infantry,

it would look more meanacing on the battlefield

and hopefully strike fear in my opponent when I

set up my forces. So I ended up taking a 10 strong

unit of crossbow wielding Dwarfs. Some of the

best ranged troops in the game. I had a few points

left and took a Battle Standard to round off my

army, but in hindsight I should probably have

taken some magic items or runes, but at least I was

able to deploy a nice 42 Dwarf strong force.

WAVRICH VIDAS’ DWARVEN WARHOST
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DR: THE VIKING: So... going up against

Dwarfs! That was always my nemesis back in the

90s with all their cursed anti-magic. But what they

have in cheap runic tricks they lack in movement

and manouvre. So in that sense I was sure I would

be able to out run them. Playing 1000 pts of

Undead in 4th has some pretty big drawbacks -

among other your general general will be 375 pts

or more... no matter which you choose. Since I had

to use more than a third of my points on this guy I

went for the vampire lord. I gave him a Carstein

ring and a Blood drinker sword. The ring would

hopefully help him survive a bit longer, while the

sword just seemed appropriate for the character of

Erlic von Bachmann (based on an Elric figure).

Now that made him a whooping 450 pts. But at

least I was sure he would not die instantly. To

support him I next decided that a good old

regiment of skeletons was called for. I lined them

up 4 wide and added a standard and a musician.

No champion. Yet. Erlic would go in this regiment

and hopefully add some power to it. Next I wanted

a unit of skeleton horsemen. I always had these

guys as a favourite, so they were auto-include for

me. I went with the full command, light armour,

lances, and shields. Although the Doomrider

banner would have been nice, I decided to include

a third unit instead and bought a screaming skull

catapult for the remaining points. My plan was

pretty basic: the block of skeletons would act as an

anvil to land either the Ironbreakers or the

clansmen on and then skeleton horsemen would

either flank on rear charge. I have never been very

good at guessing range, but if I could just manage

to get one bulls eye hit with the catapult during the

battle it could really turn the tide.times

ERLICH VON BACHMANN’S UNDEAD HORDE
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SETTING UP AND DEPLOYING
DR. THE VIKING: The rulebook has several

different suggestions for how to deploy your

forces. Being the kind of laid back gamers that we

are, we decided that the coolest idea was to note

our deployment on a small map of the battlefield in

After both sides had deployed a die was cast to

see how many turns of daylight would be left: 6

turns the game would last.

DWARF TURN 1

The armies clashed around the farm of Old

Smidovski. As the farmer heard the oncoming

secrecy. We would then reveal

our deployment afterwards.

Next time we might go for a

curtain between the halves of

the table.

Unsurprisingly, both the

artillery and the crossbow men

went on the hills. The undead

set up their cavalry behind the

small house and hedges in the

middle where they could

exploit their ghost rider rules.

The clansmen set up next to the

crossbows, while the

ironbreakers took the other

flank.

armies marching, he fled the premises and left

the animals, which counted a blind goat and a

one legged cock, to themselves. The Undead

won the roll to start the game, but gave the

initiative to the Dwarfs. Since the Dwarf

shooting unit was not able to shoot in the first

turn handing it over did not matter much, but

would allow the Undead to anticipate the Dwarf

general's plans better. As the light was dying, the

crossbowmen stood on the hillside ready to fire

their arms at anything moving beyond the

Smidovski farm. Meanwhile, the brave clansmen
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set out to lure the fiendish troops of

doom out of their bushes. The

ironbreakers were commanded to get

ready, and started taking up a position

that would allow them to hold any

incoming charges.

UNDEAD TURN 1
Erlic could smell the warm blood of the

dwarfs a mile away. It carried a scent of

uncertainty and anguish. As he saw the

farm appearing over the horizon he

decides to set up a trap. The skeleton

cavalry would move just up to the farm

and wait for the signal. Meanwhile the

shambling skeleton warriors started

down a passage between the farm and

the hills.

for anything but hunting, and he was eager to use it

again. He was dismayed as he could not make out

the enemy from the position on the hill. Hence, he

chose to follow the king's regiment forward and

moved down from the hill. The king was oblivious

Using his mighty magick spells Erlic boosted the

slow undead warriors into a great rush forward.

Close enough to see the oncoming silhouettes of

ironbreakers. The sun, as it was going down in the

west made their armour gleam. The skull catapult

aimed its unholy sights at the

armoured warriors and released a

wailing skull in their direction.

The shot was off by a mile, but

showed the Dwarfs that they were

in for it.

DWARF TURN 2
The oldest of the Dwarf

crossbowmen, Storri Grudnisson,

thought himself in charge of the

regiment. It had been many years

since he last used his crossbow

to this change and carried on his

advance thinking that the

crossbowmen were still covering

his back. Meanwhile the

ironbreaker slowly carried on their

advance towards the undead

warriors. It was becoming more and

more clear that this was no ordinary

foe and the stench of foul magick

started meeting the stout Dwarfs as

they walked.
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UNDEAD TURN 2
The vampire saw the screaming skull

hurling through sky over his head and

heard the screams of disbelief as the

Ironbreakers took a heavy toll from the

missiles. 5 of the metal clad warriors fell

down. He laughed to himself and

remembered how he once vanquished a

whole Imperial bastion with these

instruments of death. The elite Dwarfs

were beaten and their lines started falling

apart as panic spread in their ranks. The

dark magick fuelling their horror made

them run away in fear. Erlic quickly

reached into the back of his mind and

started mumbling the words to the spell

of binding that would see the bones of

about in the background of the battle

trying to find out where to stand.

UNDEAD TURN 3

Erlic looked towards ironbreakers. Much

to his surprise the sturdy Dwarfs looked

like they intended to get back into the

fight. It was time to deal them the death

blow. He ordered the skeleton horsemen

to charge forwards and vanquish the

remaining steel clad Dwarfs. The ghost

horses strode forward on the winds of

dark magick. They clashed with the

Dwarfs and their lances pierced the

ranks. The Dwarfs quelled their fears and

returned the blows, keeping the warriors

four of the still warm bodies come

alive and join his ranks. The skeleton

horsemen saw this as their que to break

through the farm house on their ghastly

steeds. The blind goat looked at them

in disbelief.

DWARF TURN 3
The ironbreakers quickly came back to

their senses and turned on their heels to

make yet another attempt at a stalwart

defence. The large regiment of

clansmen reformed and lowered their

spears, bracing for impact. Storri and

the crossbowmen were still milling

http://www.c0wabunga.com/
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of evil at bay. Both sides took casualties and no

one buckled. As the cavalry went off Erlic called

out to the darkness and moved his skeleton

warriors with great haste towards the clansmen.

The fight to end the skirmish was near. The skull

catapult crew no longer had a clear view and

started firing in the direction of the crossbowmen,

but did not manage to strike home.

DWARF TURN 4
Now it was time to fight. Lord Wavrich

commanded his clansmen to lower their spears and

prepare for the oncoming charge. Storri moved his

crossbowmen around the flank of the large

clansmen regiment. Now it was time to stand

against evil. The ironbreakers continued their brave

fight against the Undead cavalry but eventually

they lost the combat and as the enemy instilled a

great fear in the Dwarf hearts they ran away

screaming, with the cavalry in pursuit being hacked

down to the final Dwarf.

UNDEAD TURN 4
Finally the skeleton regiment was within charge

distance. Even though the Dwarves were armed

with spears, which is a good defensive weapon,

Erlic felt sure that his martial skill would prove

superior and win him the day combined with his

black magick. As he was charging towards the

lines he heard the bellowing voice of the Dwarf

lord calling out for him in a challenge to death.

This was a challenge Erlic could not resist and

while the Dwarfs look to their courageous leader

he engaged the vampire in single combat. The

vampire dealth him a mighty gash across the chest

and the Dwarf lord did not retaliate. The skeletons

failed to take out any Dwarfs. But the Dwarfs

The undead hordes close in on the Dwarves

around the farm house of old Smidovski

fought with ferocious fervour and

hacked 5 skeletons to bone meal.

The skeletons promptly failed their

break test which cost them a further

2 casualties. Seeing that they

started falling Erlic chanted his

dark spells and raised them anew.

The catapult kept hailing skulls

towards the crossbowmen without

any luck. The horsemen tried to

reform their lines so that they could

return to the battle, but the bone

flute seemed to be clogged with dirt

as it sounded out of tune and

caused only confusion.
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fought with ferocious fervour and

hacked 5 skeletons to bone meal.

The skeletons promptly failed their

break test which cost them a further

2 casualties. Seeing that they started

falling Erlic chanted his dark spells

and raised them anew. The catapult

kept hailing skulls towards the

crossbowmen without any luck. The

horsemen tried to reform their lines

so that they could return to the battle,

but the bone flute seemed to be

clogged with dirt as it sounded out of

tune and caused only confusion.

UNDEAD TURN 5
The intended trap with the hammer and anvil

strategy of the combined cavalry and warriors

hadn't quite worked out yet... in fact as the skeleton

horsemen tried to reform their formation and turn

out they failed to do so, but after a thorough blow

in the flute, the horsemen managed to turn around

DWARF TURN 5
The battle was now in it's most

hectic phase and the blows were

falling fast and hard in the big fight

north of the farm house. The dwarf

lord finally succumbed to the power

of the vampire. Enraged by their loss

the Dwarves fought hard and the

fight was won again. allowing the

Dwarfs to reach further around the

sides of the warrior units. Now Storri

and his crossbowmen unleashed their

deadly bolts at the horsemen in the

far distance. One of the riders turned

to bone meal.

and get ready for another charged.

Using his foul magicks the vampire

managed to make the cavalry charge.

At the sound of the ghastly hoofs and

with their incapacitated leader still in

their minds, the Dwarfs turned their

tails and fled. Thus the battle was

over and Erlic the vampire could

continue his quest without sustaining

too many casualties.

http://www.c0wabunga.com/


would be better in a larger army. My main fault

was probably thinking my Lord didn’t need any

runic weapons or armour. I really did think he

would be able to kick the ass of that pale Vampire

Erlic. But you live and learn, next time my Dwarf

Lord will prevail, I am sure of it.

hitting bulls eye on the iron breakers, effectively

taking them out of the equation. Another moment,

if you will, was my vampire lord in combat… I

was almost abhorred to see just how good such a

character is in combat. The book doesn’t really

offer many options to dial things down, but I might

try to paint up a liche to have some possibility of

not fielding a vampire lord every time. The farm

house in the middle really was a big advantage to

me, as I could essentially ignore it with my

70

CONCLUSION

of a battle plan. But with only 1000 pts and so few

units it is kind of hard to do much in the ways of

tactics. First off, I want to address some of the

things that actually went right for me. The spear

armed Dwarf Warrior unit was awesome, I will

definitely use this core unit again and again. With

their ability to fight in two ranks they just get so

many attacks and being Dwarfs they are already

very formidable fighters. So having a big units of

these turned out to be the right choice and they

almost held their ground to the end. Putting the

Dwarf Lord and Battle Standard into this unit

definitely made it a nasty obstruction to face. On

the other hand my Ironbreakers just really had bad

luck getting that Screaming Skull Catapult direct

hit. But even with that terrible setback they did

manage to take out some Skeleton Horsemen and

fight on for some time. The Crossbow Dwarfs did

almost nothing for the entire battle and I think they

JONAS: Damn those

boneheads! I guess I

brought the defeat on

myself though. Even with

my terrible unluck having

the half the Ironbreakers

skulled to death and the

other half running most of

the game I think I really

should have made more

DR. THE VIKING: The

noble vampire Erlic von

Bachmann has taught the

Dwarves a lesson! Don’t

stand in the way of

Doom. I think this battle

was pretty straight

forward with the limited

amount of units we had.

The deciding moment

was probably the

screaming skull catapult
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horsemen, and Jonas

crossbowmen couldn’t

really get a clear line

of sight to anything

because of it. I was

surprised to see just

how bad the horsemen

were at doing… well..

anything! Without the

Doom Banner that unit

is not good for much

but flanking. I haven’t

played that much with

the Undead before, as

I mainly have played

Orcs and Goblins. The

Undead are great fun

though, and I can’t

wait for the next battle

and where the

campaign will take us.
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